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Tech From the Booth

A Roadmap 
to Worship

Any technical crew, regardless of size, will benefit from 
preparing well in advance of upcoming worship services. 

A standardized checklist and a formatted service flow chart 
are maps for navigating through the sea of details in a worship 

service. God is more than able to work in the planning!
by ALLEN HENDRIX
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Y EARS AGO I was granted a behind-the-scenes 
tour of a large church whose television ministry 
was known throughout the country. As we 
walked through the control rooms, I noticed 
something I had only seen in major television 

production studios — a detailed “shot sheet,” or a sheet of paper 
that had notes about where each of the seven cameras in the 
worship center were to be shooting at every part of the service. 
It was planned down to the beat of each measure of music. 
I was young and idealistic, so I spoke up and asked about the 
scripted format. !e producer explained 
since the music ministry and the media 
ministry met each week and charted 
out every cue so that the crew would be 
completely prepared. In my jealousy, my 
flesh became weak and I boasted, “So 
then, when on the script does the Holy 
Spirit move during your service?” His 
response came quickly. “Oh the Spirit 
moves, He just moves during our planning meeting on Tuesday 
afternoons,” he replied.

I left the church with a new perspective about how our 
technical teams prepare during the week. Now, some 12 years 
later, I have a better understanding of the dynamics of tech prep 
and how it impacts not just the worship service, but also the 
overall chemistry of those who are a part of it. Whether your 
technical team is a one-man shop or a rotating group of 30 or 40 
volunteers, creating opportunities to anticipate what’s going to 
happen next should be a priority.

Make Time to Plan
Like it or not, meetings are a requirement when planning a 
service. Your minister of music or worship pastor spends most 
of his time planning and preparing the service. He might meet 
with a group to creatively plan, or he might design the service 
in his own mind. No matter how he does it, it’s important that 
you, as the “technical liaison,” be a part of that planning. It’s 
OK if you don’t see yourself as creative; your advice is valuable. 
Let me assure you, it’s better when those who are planning the 
service understand ahead of time when technical di"culties 
might occur. For instance, an upcoming drama will use all but 
one of the wireless mics you own. !erefore the eight-member 
praise team singing right after the drama must share a single 
mic. Finding out that little tidbit on Sunday morning during the 
sound check does not create a positive worship environment. 

When meeting with those who create the service, consider 
what obstacles might cause a problem in the execution. However, 
suppress the immediate desire to point out the obstacles until 
you have a chance to explore the options to overcome them. Lay 
ground rules about the planning meeting from your perspective. 
Let the team know that you may not be able to tell them right 
away if what they want can be accomplished. Most planning 
teams meet at least two weeks ahead of schedule. If your 
teams don’t meet that far in advance, discuss the advantages 

of meeting two to four weeks early. !e earlier you know about 
what they want, the more time you’ll have to create a solution. 
!is becomes especially important as more and more churches 
use multimedia to enhance the service. Showing up 15 or 20 
minutes before sound check is just not good enough.

Establish a Process
!ere are two critical elements to technical ministry and neither 
has anything to do with transducers or cables. !e System 
Check List and the Service Flow Chart are by and large the 

most important tools system operators 
can have when it comes to creating a 
presentation. Check lists? Yes, check 
lists. !ose of you who have been mixing 
audio professionally for a number 
of years can testify that some things 
become a natural part of the process of 
mixing. !e form and function of your 
system communicates problems before 

they even happen. When you do something long enough at a 
very high degree of precision, you can just tell when things are 
about to crash. Asking your crew to operate without a checklist 
and flow chart is just asking for trouble.

!e System Check List is a simple signal flow list that needs to 
be verified before each service. It’s the simplest things that cause 
the biggest distractions in a service, so prepare an exhaustive 
list. Include obvious things like turning on the power switch; 
checking the batteries’ voltages before you put them in the body 
pack; making sure the mic stands don’t wobble on stage. Really? 
Yes, wobbly mic stands are a distraction! After the System 
Check List is created, assign each crew member a task, and let 
them take responsibility and ownership of that task. 

!e Service Flow Chart is a complete order of service, 
meaning that it includes specific details for each element. It can 
be as simple as an Excel spreadsheet with columns for functions 
like stage location, mic channel, singer’s name and other special 
notes. It can also be a more integrated system that’s Web-based 
and o#ers multiple user interfaces. !ere are several of these 
more elaborate systems available online, and they are great tools 
to use as your team advances. 

Lastly, prepare yourself by getting there early and making 
sure nothing changed in the system since you saw it last. Being 
rushed to fix a problem on Sunday morning is the last thing you 
need. More importantly, prepare your heart. We all know that 
the pressure-packed moments of the day are when we are at our 
weakest. When we have prepared adequately, much less pressure 
is applied. !erefore, we can be exactly where God wants us. We 
can be ready to anticipate the presence of the Holy Spirit. $
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